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The members of  the Energy Transition Leadership Forum and authors of  this blueprint are 17 
prominent figures in Australia. We are CEOs of  energy companies, presidents of  conservation 
organisations, scientists, economists, leaders of  professions, bankers, lawyers, broadcasters and a 
former Governor General of  Australia. We are also sons and daughters, parents and grandparents 
who want to look back on the actions we take now and know we did the right thing. 

We care deeply about Australia’s future. We are bound by our concern for the significant dangers and 
disruptions we are already experiencing and that will worsen as our world continues to warm. The pollution 
from producing and using energy in Australia is fuelling global warming and this can and must change. 

Change is inevitable. Clean energy is here to stay. Our country’s choice is to plan for this 
inevitability and make sure the clean energy transition is controlled, innovative and fair, or resist 
and delay and deal with the consequences of  a chaotic transition that disrupts our energy security, 
harms communities and our economy and fails to lower climate pollution. 

To us the decision is clear. A nation powered by clean 
energy is not only possible, it is necessary to protect our 
beautiful and fragile island continent from dangerous 
climate change and provide reliable, secure and 
affordable energy for all.
We call on our federal government to lead a national energy transition plan to shift Australia to 
clean energy, through engaging across parliament and with all levels of  government, communities, 
workers and businesses. The plan should drive a transition to clean energy by 2050, or sooner, to 
meet our international obligations under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement. 

This blueprint outlines eight actions under three themes that should form the basis of  Australia’s 
national plan to drive a clean energy transition. Transforming our country’s energy mix is complex. 
This blueprint does not have all the answers but it provides clear direction. 

The future outlined in this document is bright, not bleak. The changes we must make can bring us 
healthier lives and economic certainty; they can unleash billions in increased investment and create 
innovative jobs. In this future, Australia will be known as a progressive world leader in clean energy, 
not one of  the world’s biggest per capita polluters. 

Let’s make the right choice for Australia and plan a fair energy transition for all.
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In the beginning there was wind, water, fire. Canvas snatched the wind and carried us around the 
globe. Massive millstones turned under the force of  rushing streams. A world lit by wood and wax 
flared brighter with the discovery of  whale oil, and coastal cities grew up on that trade.

Change came, as it always does. In 1850, the whaling port New Bedford, Massachusetts, known 
as “the city that lit the world” was the richest town in America.1 Nine years later, petroleum was 
discovered in Pennsylvania and in an eyeblink, New Bedford dwindled into blight and poverty.2 

Oil, coal and gas powered a new age of  industry. Sail gave way to steam and ships to planes, rail 
and superhighways. All this happened in the span of  a single lifetime: less than a century from the 
Wright brothers to the Concorde, a few decades from the horse and cart to interstate highways. 

Now, once again, change is coming. Our use of  carbon fuels has seared our planet. Already we 
face melting glaciers, corrosive oceans, storm-strafed coastlines, bleaching reefs, lightning-scorched 
forests, bushfires of  infernal ferocity and increasing frequency.

We are smashing temperature records globally, month after month and year after year. This year is 
on track to be the hottest on record, as was the last, and the one before that.3 

Massive climate disruption is not a problem for the future. It is a problem now. We cannot ignore 
physics and keep powering our lives with energy sources that ravage our only home. 

We have no choice but to face the urgent need for change. The only choice we have is how we manage it. 

We can be left behind, like the decayed whaling cities of  the 19th century, or we can lead the way to 
a new prosperity: an innovative, controlled transition to a clean energy future. 

The change we must make can lead to healthier lives and economic certainty; it can unleash billions 
in increased investment and create innovative jobs. It is a future in which Australia becomes known 
as a progressive world leader in clean energy, rather than as the world’s biggest per capita polluter. 

We’ve already made a start. At the Paris climate talks in December 2015, Australia joined with 195 
other nations to finally recognise that we must urgently work together to address climate change. 
The result: the world’s first universal, legally binding global climate agreement. Our government 
promised to take action to limit global warming to well below 2°C and committed to aim for 1.5°C 
above pre-industrial levels.4 This means we must progressively reduce pollution to net zero by mid-
century for a seventy-five per cent chance to stay below 2°C or much sooner for any chance of  
limiting warming to 1.5 °C.5 

THE STORY OF ENERGY  
— Past, Present and Future 
By Geraldine Brooks AO: 
Journalist and Pulitzer Prize winning author

A silhouette of a child 
running with a kite
Photo. Tatiana Bobkova/
Shutterstock.com

“Energy cannot be created or 
destroyed, it can only be changed 

from one form to another.”  
— Albert Einstein, First Law of  Thermodynamics.
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In Australia, since over two thirds of  the climate pollution we generate comes from how we produce 
and use energy, we must transition our energy system away from polluting fuels to clean energy.

We are facing the greatest threat – and the greatest opportunity – for humanity and our living 
world. This is not a matter of  ‘we should do this’ or ‘we’d be wise to.’ It’s simpler. We must.

And we can.
We are already in the midst of  an energy revolution. 
We are returning to the original clean sources of  power 
– wind and water. We are harnessing the sun, the waves 
and the earth’s geothermal energy. 
Clean energy technologies are expanding rapidly.6 Innovations in battery storage, electric vehicles 
and solar cells are as revolutionary as the light bulb and airplane. Solar panels today cost 150 times 
less than they did in the 1970s.7 CSIRO has invented lightweight, low-cost and flexible printable 
solar cells it can print onto anything from rooftops to windows and packaging and smartphones.8 

Global investment in clean energy has soared in both developed and developing countries. For 75 
days in a row last year, Costa Rica generated 100 per cent of  its energy from hydro and geothermal 
power. In May this year, Portugal ran on renewable energy alone for four days straight, just days 
after Germany used clean energy to meet nearly all of  its electricity needs. Scotland is currently 
building the world’s largest floating wind farm and last year, wind power produced the equivalent of  
97 per cent of  the country’s household electricity needs. In the Netherlands, wind energy currently 
powers more than half  the country’s rail network; it will be 100 per cent wind powered by 2018.9

As countries embrace clean energy, they are transitioning away from energy fuels that produce 
pollution such as coal, oil and gas. In July 2016, the Chinese government banned the construction 
of  new coal-fired power stations and has announced it will close 1,254 coal mines in 2016. The 
United Kingdom, too, plans to phase out all of  its coal power plants within a decade; it currently 
has a target to reduce climate pollution by 57 per cent by 2032 on 1990 levels. In the United States, 
200 coal-burning power facilities have closed or are closing, with more to follow. Scotland and 
Belgium have already burnt their last lumps of  coal for electricity.10 

In Australia, the transition has already begun. 

In 2012 coal-fired plants generated 66 per cent of  Australia’s domestic electricity, down from 75 per 
cent a decade earlier. And by 2015, clean energy sources accounted for almost 15 per cent, more 
than doubling the decade-earlier figure.11 

Today, over fifteen percent of  Australian households capture the sun on their rooftops.12 Some 23 
million solar panels are harvesting sunshine, right across our wide brown land. That’s a panel for 
every single person in the country.13 

Governments and business are driving clean technology, offering feed-in tariffs for solar systems 
and tax incentives for clean energy investment; streamlining planning processes; setting state-based 

renewable energy targets, setting reverse auctions for the purchase of  renewable energy and bulk 
community clean power purchase schemes; and providing financial assistance for community 
institutions such as hospitals, universities, schools and sporting clubs to embrace clean energy 
technology and energy efficiency. In Western Australia, the state government has directed the state-
owned electricity utility to shut down excess coal and gas capacity over the next two years.14 The 
Victorian government has a renewable energy target of  40 per cent by 2025.15 Queensland has a 
50 per cent target by 2030.16 By 2020, the ACT aims to have 100 per cent renewable energy. South 
Australia and Victoria have committed to reach zero net emissions by 2050.17  

Visionaries in academia, business and civil society have taken the lead, laying out the next steps 
in our energy transition. Groups such as ‘We Mean Business’ gives the world’s most influential 
businesses and investors a common platform to embrace the opportunities while the Australian 
Climate Roundtable brings together business, community groups and unions to work through the 
challenges and logistics.18

We are progressing and the transition is unstoppable. Yet it can be slowed, stalled, and bungled. 
There is all the difference in the world between seizing this opportunity to lead, and stumbling 
behind, tripped up by muddled plans and lukewarm, contradictory policies.

Australia remains one of  the world’s worst climate polluters per capita and our climate pollution is 
still rising.19 In 2014-15, Australia’s energy emissions increased by just over one per cent while global 
energy emissions remained flat.20

Australia has some of  the best clean energy sources in the world. Our abundance of  sun, wind 
and well established hydro systems means that we can move away from fuels like coal, gas and oil21 

which produce climate pollution that is extremely difficult and costly to abate.22 We also have gifted 
scientists and farsighted entrepreneurs who can bring the innovation we urgently need.

Change will come. Australia’s choice is to embrace the transition and the economic opportunities it 
brings. To plan for inevitable changes to our energy sectors and economy and make sure the transition 
is fair for all. Or we can resist and delay and deal with consequences of  an unmanaged and chaotic 
transition that harms our communities and our economy and fails to rapidly lower our climate 
pollution. This transition won’t always be easy, but by accepting necessity and acting with speed and 
clarity, we can buffer any negative impact and protect vulnerable businesses and populations. 

The choice we make will set Australia on paths to two 
very different futures. 

We can be left behind, like the decayed 
whaling cities of the 19th century,  

or we can lead the way to a new prosperity: 
an innovative, controlled transition to  

a clean energy future.
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Thirty years from now. 
In 2016, we made a choice to work together for a clean energy Australia. All levels of  government 
and members of  parliament joined with the community and business to implement an ambitious 
national plan. With parliamentary support and widespread community and business enthusiasm, 
the transition was challenging but relatively smooth. 

Some were skeptical. Some were daunted. Especially those in towns whose whole history and 
commerce were bound up in old fuels. But we embraced the fundamental Aussie ethos, that 
we’re all in this together, and we shared the burdens fairly. In line with the science and Australia’s 
international commitments, we engaged with affected communities and started to phase out coal-
fired power stations. With careful planning and support, communities were able to prepare for the 
future and workers found the help they needed to transition to new jobs. 

In place of  sclerotic, climate polluting plants, clean technologies flourished thanks to the right 
policies and economic incentives.  With careful planning, new sources came online as we shut down 
the capacity of  older facilities. We improved the electricity grid to make sure it was interconnected 
and fit for the reliable, secure supply of  the 21st century’s clean energy. We updated our transport 
network to run entirely on clean energy and we became super-efficient with our energy use. 

These days, we power houses, factories and skyscrapers with clean energy. We zip across vast distances on 
fast trains and drive pollution free vehicles on solar-paneled roads. Our houses and buildings are energy 
efficient and well-built. We don’t waste things anymore – from the smallest households to the largest 
factories, we reuse what one process discards as input for another. Best of  all: Australians work in good jobs 
that don’t trade off their health or the health of  our only home, this beautiful and fragile island-continent. 

Some 30 years ago, economic modelling and research indicated we could dramatically reduce 
climate pollution and shift to clean energy before 2050, while continuing to grow our economy.23 

The modelling was right and a national plan provided clarity and certainty so people could invest 
money in the energy market for the long term with confidence. Money loves certainty and hates 
muddle. So this clear pathway unleashed billions in new investment in Australia and we more 
than kept pace with our trading partners. We encouraged other countries to reduce their pollution 
and worked together with people in developing countries to help them cope with the impacts of  a 
damaged climate and make the transition to the new clean energy world. 

Like vaccination and democracy, addressing our damaged climate and transforming our energy system 
have gone down in history as incredible achievements, where people came together to solve big challenges 
and create a better world. As Aussies, we’re proud that once again, we took the lead.

Future one: 
a dynamic transition

Children playing 
on beach at sunset, 
Darwin, NT  
Photo. Chris Ford
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Thirty years from now. 
Nothing changed in 2016, or the next year, or the one after. Instead, we wasted time arguing. There were 
pockets of  action – communities put solar panels on their roofs, some energy companies committed 
to clean power and some state governments decided not to wait for a national plan. But we were 
unprepared for the global momentum and the march of  technology that shook up Australia’s energy 
sector.  Falling farther and farther behind, we had no choice in the end but to rush to catch up. But 
by then we could not manage the impact on communities or business. The shift was abrupt and the 
consequences severe. While everyone felt the effects of  a flagging economy, the burdens fell unfairly. Low-
income families suffered and many communities were devastated.

In 2030 we had to take dramatic action to close more than 80 per cent of  Australia’s coal-fired 
generators over just five years.24 When these facilities shut without preparation, workers suddenly 
lost their jobs and had no support to transition to new industries. Alinta Energy closed its coal mine 
at Leigh Creek and its Port Augusta power stations in South Australia back in 2016 and 400 people 
lost their jobs. The Hazelwood coal plant closed soon after; it was a glimpse of  what was to come. 
Years later, when whole clusters of  coal-fired power stations in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley and New 
South Wales’ Hunter Valley shut at short notice, they left regional communities with little to show 
for decades of  hard work. People had no chance to plan for the future. Once-thriving towns went 
the way of  New Bedford two centuries earlier: blighted and left behind.

It was expensive and challenging to suddenly build enough clean energy capacity to fill the 
gap. Investors were skittish. Policy flip-flops over decades made them reluctant to commit to 
finance clean energy projects. As coal and gas facilities closed, Australia’s energy supply became 
increasingly unstable and electricity prices sky-rocketed.

And above all: our slow transition away from coal, oil and gas meant we could not curb pollution to 
limit climate change. Our inaction encouraged other countries to ignore the scale of  the problem 
until it was too late. Storms and fires left families homeless. A bleached reef  attracted no tourists. 
Beaches vanished, along with our beloved surf  culture. Insurers went bankrupt or stopped writing 
policies. No one could safeguard what they still had. 

They warned us about tipping points, but everything changed much faster than we expected. 

Future two: 
a chaotic, unplanned transition

An older man saving 
his beloved dog during 
a flood, Brisbane  
Photo. Shmelly50/
Shutterstock.com
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Future one or future two?
If we do not start planning to create 
future one — now, today — we will end 
up with some version of future two. 
Here is what we — energy executives, 
conservationists, bankers and 
scientists — believe we must do.
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South-East South Australia  
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We are calling on our federal government to lead a national energy transition plan to shift Australia 
to clean energy, through engaging across parliament and with all levels of  government, communities, 
workers and businesses. The plan should drive a transition to clean energy by 2050, or sooner, to meet 
our international obligations under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement. 

The national plan needs to establish rules, policies, regulations, markets and a basis for investment that 
will power the transition. These principles, and the structures that flow from them, must be enduring if  
they are to be effective and they must be founded upon the notion of  a just, fair transition for workers, 
businesses and communities. They must set up Australia to prosper from the innovation and services that 
come with the clean energy transition. 

This blueprint outlines eight actions under three themes that should form the basis of  the national plan 
to drive a clean energy transition. Transitioning to clean energy is complex. This blueprint does not have 
all the answers but it provides clear direction. Each action includes a foundational reform and a range of  
related recommendations. Implementing these eight actions will put us on a pathway towards the future 
we all want, one that secures affordable and reliable energy supplies, cares for workers, communities and 
our environment and encourages investment by providing greater certainty for business. 

Government leadership is essential 
Governments have a unique ability to transform Australia. Only government can align the efforts of  
multiple sectors with complementary goals. It can drive planning and decision making, and ensure we 
embrace the opportunities of  transforming our energy system. 

Now more than ever, Australians need leadership.

A national plan to drive  
the energy transition

Update the electricity market to speed a clean energy transition

ACTION 1:
Integrate climate and  
energy policy

Facilitate and accelerate the inevitable closure  
of  coal-fired power plants

ACTION 2:

An orderly and just 
transition

Ensure a just transition for communities and workers 

ACTION 5:

Support vulnerable people to use energy efficiently  
and adjust to the energy transition

ACTION 6:

Accelerate the uptake of  clean energy technologies and  
support the development of  new technology

ACTION 3:

Create an attractive sustainable investment environment  
for clean energy

ACTION 4:

Increase Australia’s energy efficiency

ACTION 7:

Pursue complementary 
reform

Dramatically reduce climate pollution from transport

ACTION 8:

The eight foundational actions are:
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COAG

Energy market  
policy development

COAG Energy Council

Energy market  
rule setting

AEMC

Energy market economic 
regulation and rule enforcement

AER

Energy market operator

AEMO

Retirement of coal fired power stations
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An orderly and just 
transition

ACTION 2: Facilitate and 
accelerate the inevitable closure 
of  coal-fired power plants

Australia’s most polluting and least efficient power stations (2014-15 t CO2-e)19

Yallourn

Power Station Emissions Intensity 
(Tonnes CO2-e/MWh)

Emissions  
(MT CO2-e)

Fuel Source Year Commissioned

Liddell

Loy Yang B

Tarong

Eraring

Loy Yang A

Bayswater

Gladstone

Vales Point

Hazelwood

1.27

0.94

1.13

0.88

0.86

1.14

0.88

0.97

0.87

1.4

14.6

6.6

9.8

6.7

12.3

18.8

12.3

6.4

6.1

15.5

Brown Coal

Black Coal

Brown Coal

Black Coal

Black Coal

Brown Coal

Black Coal

Black Coal

Black Coal

Brown Coal

1973/4-81/2

1971-73

1993-96

1984-86

1982-84

1984-87

1985-86

1976

1978

1964-71

Smokestacks 
Photo. Rich, Flickr
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ACTION 3: Accelerate the uptake 
of  clean energy technologies 
and support the development of  
new technology

An orderly and just 
transition

Solar panels on  
the roof of Sydney 
Theatre Company  
Photo. Sue Murray
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Solar panels on homes 
in Australian suburb 
Photo. zstock/
Shutterstock.com
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ACTION 4: Create an 
attractive sustainable 
investment environment 
for clean energy 

An orderly and just 
transition

Night from NASA 
International Space 
Station 
Photo. NASA Creative 
Commons
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ACTION 5: Ensure a just 
transition for communities 
and workers

An orderly and just 
transition

People’s Climate 
March 2015  
Photo. James Thomas
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Economic modelling commissioned by the Australian 
Conservation Foundation and the Australian 
Council of Trade Unions found that investment in 
infrastructure that helps the economy transition 
creates jobs across the economy. This includes 
investment in clean energy, energy efficiency and 
public transport to help speed the energy transition.66

Retirement of coal fired power stations
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ACTION 6: Support vulnerable 
people to use energy efficiently 
& adjust to the energy transition

St George Community Housing Development 
The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) has partnered with the St George Community Housing and 
provided a loan of up to $60 million to upgrade existing and build new energy efficiency properties. More 
than 200 new houses will be built alongside upgrades to some of the 4,300 houses managed by St George 
Community Housing. Upgrades include improved insulation window glazing, lighting, appliance upgrades 
smart meters and solar systems. 

The 10-year finance being offered by the CEFC will enable St George Community Housing to build the new 
homes at an appreciably better energy rating that would have otherwise been possible.69

An orderly and just 
transition

Portrait of 
granddaughter and 
grandmother  
Photo. Bojan Milinkov/
Shutterstock.com
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Sandridge Outstation, 
Rumburriya Country, NT 
Photo. Karl Goodsell
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Pursue complementary 
policies 

ACTION 7: Increase Australia’s 
Energy Efficiency

Retirement of coal fired power stations
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ACTION 8: Dramatically 
reduce climate pollution 
from transport

Pursue complementary 
policies 

People’s Climate 
March 2015  
Photo. James Thomas
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Clean energy  
— reliable, affordable  
and necessary 

Retirement of coal fired power stations
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The energy we use to power our lives is changing. We cannot pretend otherwise.  
We have no choice but to curb pollution and transition to energy sources that do not  
damage our world.

We must make decisions today to plan for this 
inevitability.
This is not a decision for future generations. Before a child born today even finishes  
high school, our energy systems will be vastly different. Change is happening now.  
Our only choice is how we manage this change. We can make our future fair or disruptive, 
predictable or chaotic. This is the choice we make today.

If  we choose to lead, we will make possible an orderly and fair transition to clean energy.  
We will curb pollution and create healthier lives. We will unleash billions in investment,  
help communities and businesses plan for the future and create lasting, meaningful jobs  
for Australians. 

If  we choose to lead, in future years we will look back at the legacy we leave for the  
next generation and know we did the right thing. 

We have come together now because this is the  
time for leadership. We call on our federal government  
to lead a national energy transition plan to shift 
Australia to clean energy before 2050, or sooner,  
and create a future where everyone can thrive. 
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